For distribution

Faculty Senate receives reports

by Theresa Stewart
Staff Reporter

The Faculty Senate met Wednesday and approved reports concerning the University budget, religious preferences in employment and faculty appointments and promotions.

Dr. James Lyon was opposed to distributing the committee's report. ‘It will only get us into the problematic relationship of church and state,’ he said. ‘There are no viable possibilities open to the University for a solution.’ Lyon claimed.

Dr. Julian Pleasants at last Wednesday's Senate meeting argued against the importance of having a religious faculty. ‘Since dialogue concerning religion does not happen accidently, what is the use of having an articulate religious faculty?’ he asked. Pleasants suggested a program of structured dialogue.

(continued on page 2)

At other Catholic schools

Positions on sexuality compared

by Ken Giroard
Staff Reporter

In light of the current controversy over the University’s position on human sexuality, the Observer contacted other Catholic universities and colleges. The purpose of this poll was to examine the University’s recent faculty appointments and tenure recommendations.

The committee’s report claims that this procedure is ‘somewhat misleading’ due to the administration’s policy of transferring large sums out of unrestricted current funds into restricted funds. ‘This sort of discretionary surplus,’ the report states, ‘has ranged between $1,500,000 and $2,500,000 in each of the past several years.’

The committee questions the priorities used in the distribution of funds by the University. Citing the ‘deteriorating purchasing power of the salary of the dormitory staff,’ the report investigates the possibility of a salary increase of 10 to 12 percent.

The Committee on the Legal Implications of Religious Preference in Employment, headed by Professor Robert Vasoli, has examined certain allegations related to religious discrimination on the part of the University in its recent decisions on hiring, tenure, promotions, and reappointments.

‘There remain to be seen whether federal enforcement agencies and officials will insist upon a fuller compliance with the language of the executive order.’ As yet there appears to be no test case in this area regarding religious discrimination.

Marquette University

Father Sauve, Director of Campus Ministry at Marquette University said that there are no rules or statements whatsoever on sexual conduct. ‘Since we subscribe to the Christian ethic,’ he said, ‘we don’t need any moral rules.’

Marquette has two coeducational dorms, two female dorms, and one male hall. The visiting hours are between 4 p.m. and midnight on week nights, and 4 p.m. and 1 a.m. on weekends. Fr. Sauve pointed out that these are merely for the order of the community and have nothing to do with sexual activity.

University of Dayton

Like the other institutions, the University of Dayton prohibits cohabitation. Their parietal hours are exactly the same as those at Notre Dame.

Dayton’s policy determining violation hours is the “Escort Policy.” Under this rule, every male visiting a female dormitory is required to be accompanied by a resident of that dormitory. This is to eliminate “prowling around,” which often leads to theft of the resident’s property.

There is no written policy on the subject of human sexuality, said Fr. John M. Pleasants, Director of Campus Ministry. “We don’t condone it and we don’t condemn it. The only way a student gets in trouble is by violating the rules of the residence halls,” he said.

Boston College

“aroused remarks’ the University, a would co-habitation to comply with state and federal laws.

Georgetown

Georgetown University, there are no rules controlling male-female relations, except one which prohibits cohabitation. For first-year freshmen, there are parietal hours which are similar to those at Notre Dame. After the first semester, however, there are no visitation limits.

The Board of Directors of Georgetown University issued a statement which prohibits students “to engage in immoral activity” due to the unwritten policy of Thomas Ritz, Associate Dean for Resident Life.

Dr. Julian Pleasants at last Wednesday’s Senate meeting argued against the importance of having a religious faculty. ‘Since dialogue concerning religion does not happen accidently, what is the use of having an articulate religious faculty?’ he asked. Pleasants suggested a program of structured dialogue.

(continued on page 2)

Boston College

“We have no such rule. Generally, we are in compliance with the civil and federal code. Specifically, that means no cohabitation.”

Father Hanrathan explained that cohabitation was against the law and, as a result, Boston College prohibited it. He said that there is no written rule regarding religion. “Since we adopt the Catholic belief, it’s all rather implicit that we don’t believe in pre-marital sex, but we don’t have it written down as a rule.”

Boston College does have parietals. It also has a large number of apartments and modular huts for student housing. These could be classified as coeducational, but they are still completely private and assigned randomly.

Stonehill College

The philosophy of our school says that we are dedicated to the development of an ethically sensitive person. It’s impossible to dictate moral stands and achieve this,” stated Mary Hurley, Assistant Dean of Students at Stonehill College. She said that although the school believes in the Christian moral system, there is nothing in writing about moral systems except for the basic college conduct guides.

Parietals at Stonehill apply only to freshmen, allowing visitation till midnight during the week and on weekends.

All schools polled treat violations on the hall judicial system level. Cases of greater magnitude then are directed to the Dean of Students Office. Each school official contacted also emphasized that there had been no major problems in the implementation of their respective conduct codes.

College, said, “we have no such rule. Generally, we are in compliance with the civil and federal code. Specifically, that means no cohabitation.”

Father Hanrathan explained that cohabitation was against the law and, as a result, Boston College prohibited it. He said that there is no written rule regarding religion. “Since we adopt the Catholic belief, it’s all rather implicit that we don’t believe in pre-marital sex, but we don’t have it written down as a rule.”

Boston College does have parietals. It also has a large number of apartments and modular huts for student housing. These could be classified as coeducational, but they are still completely private and assigned randomly.
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF (UPI) - Reports persist that former President Richard Nixon may be ailing. David Eisenhower has described his father-in-law as depressed, adding that he had been locking with the blood disorder thrombophlebitis, which has swollen to twice its normal size. A medical source says doctors have asked Nixon to seek hospital treatment, but he has refused.

ETHIOPIA (UPI) - Lt. Gen. Aman Michael Andom takes over as Ethiopia's military strongman, capping a seven-month gradual coup that began with barracks rumbling and ended with the ouster of Emperor Haile Selassie.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Ford and the U.S. Senate have agreed on a joint policy regarding Watergate defendants: There will be no pardon for anyone who has not come to trial.

BOSTON (UPI) - Schools official expect absenteeism to be as high as 33 per cent city wide and 95 per cent among whites in some areas for the second day of Boston's court-ordered desegregation.

on campus today

friday, september 13, 1974
5-8 pm entertainment: poster find hayes show, dinner 5:30 pm, show 8
9 pm. university club for members and guests both $3.95
5 pm. evensong vespers, log chapel
5 pm. mass and supper, everyone welcome bolla shed
8 & 10 pm. film "easy rider" sponsored by scc social commission, carrel hall of madalena memorial
9 pm. im coffeehouse: spook out concerts frank martin, steve paspert, dennis kie, pete snake, candy applies .20 st. mary's
12 pm square dance north-fairley sponsored bookstore b-ball courts, free.
saturday, september 14, 1974
6:30 pm. film "abhimann" sponsored by nd italian assc. lib. aud. free
8 & 10 pm. film "easy rider" sponsored by scc social commission, carrel hall of madalena memorial
sunday, september 15, 1974
4-7 pm. evensong vespers lady chapel
7:30 pm. concert von morsion and dave loggins.. acc $4.50/700
sunday, september 14, 1974
10 am. art exhibit "noon & drawings" tom scarff moreau gallery
12 pm. art exhibit "recent photographs" faye serlo photo gallery
10 am. art exhibit "drawings and paintings" sarita levin little theatre
10:30 pm. art exhibit pre-colombian art, contemporary graphics, art faculty & masterpieces from permanent col. nd art gallery
1-5 pm. sun.

Donations to be collected
by Mark Jabae
Staff Reporter

Collections to help feed starving people around the world will be made daily outside of the North and South Dining Hall, beginning Sunday, September 15, and continuing throughout the school year.

Donations can be made during lunch at lines E and F of the North Dining Hall, and during dinner at the South Dining Hall entrance.

The money collected will be distributed equally among CARE, UNICEF and the Catholic Relief Services. It will be used primarily to feed those suffering from hunger in West Africa and Bangladesh.

Last year the Notre Dame community contributed $2,300 to such charities.

The Observer is published daily during the college semester except vacations by the students of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $8 per semester ($1.50 per year) from The Observer box G, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. Second-Class postage paid, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556.

Budget critiques submitted
(continued from page 1)

The Committee on the Appointments and Promotions Process, headed by Professor James Cushing, contacted all the department chairmen in the University and talked with members of several departmental committees to determine how and by whom CAP (Committee on Appointments and Promotions) recommendations had been overturned in the last three years and also determined whether the committees had received adequate explanations in such cases and 'to detail the specifics of a controversial appointment of a department chairman last spring.'

The CAP report shows that 109 out of 114 of the committee's positive recommendations for new appointments have been upheld by the administration, as have 54 of the 75 unanimous or strong positive CAP recommendations for promotion and tenure.

The committee, however, did express its concern about the relatively small number of CAP tenure recommendations overturned 'without adequate explanation to the satisfaction of some committee members.'

Cushing announced that the reports of all three committees will be distributed to all faculty members in a week or two. He stressed the need for discussion about them among the faculty in order to decide what should be done on the issues raised. These suggestions will be discussed at the next Senate meeting, Oct. 1.

Four additional committees are preparing reports for future presentation: the Liaison Committee to the Board of Trustees, the Budget Review Committee, the Committee on Collective Bargaining and the Committee on the Status of the Faculty.

Coffeehouse opens tonight

by Bill Geenzenbach
Staff Reporter

Nazz, the new student coffeehouse, opens tonight in the basement of LaFortune Student Center. The coffeehouse is free and is open on Friday and Saturday nights from 9-23 to 1:30.

"Folk, rock, and jazz music will be performed," said Ralph Pennino, the coffeehouse organizer. "We also plan on a very small charge.

Pennino said the coffeehouse is operating on a trial basis for six weeks. "If everything runs well we will continue to be open on Friday and Saturday nights and we will attempt to open the coffeehouse on Wednesday nights from 10:00 to 12:30," said Pennino.

In the future he hopes to show films such as the Marx Brothers movies and to get performers from South Bend and Chicago to play at the coffeehouse. Pennino also wants to have an amateur show where students could sing, act or do impersonations.

"There is no place on campus to take a date after a film or a party," said Pennino. "We hope to provide such a place at a reasonable price. We hope that people will enjoy the music, snacks and candlelit tables and that they will support the coffeehouse so that it will become a permanent institution.""Tutoring wants you: sign up now.

Call: Tom 8437
D.C. 1739
Eileen 4306
Dan 282-1784

N.D. Junior Class presents
A Mike Nichols film

Catch 22

Alan Arkin / Paula Prentiss

Engineering Auditorium
Friday & Saturday
September 13, 14
8:00 & 10:00
Admission $1.00
Hesburgh to speak at SLC meeting

SLC Chairman Frank Flanagan yesterday set Monday, September 16 as the date for the first business meeting of the Commission. Highlighting the agenda for Monday night's meeting will be an address by the University's President, Fr. Theodore Hesburgh.

Also during the meeting, which Flanagan termed as "semiofficial," the Commission will receive reports from each of its five standing committees: the Planning and Policy Committee; the Off-Campus Committee; the Campus Life Committee; the Rules Committee; and the Steering Committee.

The Chairman noted that the University's sexuality rule and directive on alcohol are his "number one and two priorities" for the year, but stated that they would probably not be discussed at the meeting of the Commission.

Steering Committee.

Rules Committee; and the

SLC Chairman Frank Flanagan hopes to 'liberalize' the University's sexuality rule.

To allot club funds

Budget hearings planned

by John DeCoursey
Staff Reporter

The Board of Commissioners will hold its annual budget hearings Sunday, September 22, starting at 6 p.m.

All clubs and organizations on campus applying for funds must turn in a brief statement to the Student Government Office no later than 5 p.m. Tuesday, September 17.

The written statement should include an explanation of the club's function and some of the major activities in which it participates. The statement should also outline the club's major income and expenditures for the past year and its proposed budget for the 1974-75 school year.

The budget hearings will provide an opportunity for the club to give a personal presentation of its proposed budget, and allow the commissioners to ask any questions about it. All presentations will be limited to ten minutes.

Art department

offers dance course

by Annette Buzinski
Staff Reporter

The SMC-ND Fine Arts department has introduced a course in student dance in response to a strong student and departmental interest. The program, initiated this semester, is a one-credit hour course open to all interested students.

Mike Schmaus: 'The money which we allocate comes from the $14.00 Student Activities Bill.' Each club will be notified of its allotment a few days after the meeting. Any organization that feels it deserves more may submit a complaint to the Student Government Office before 5 p.m. September 30. The appeal will then go before the Board of Commissioners for a final decision.

Student Government Treasurer Mike Schmaus, discussing the total budget allotment said, "The money which we allocate, comes from the $14.00 Student Activities Bill. We don't know exactly how much money this will amount to, since the fee is optional, but we expect to have a budget of about $80,000 to $90,000. Last year, we had $83,000 to work with, but we had to pay off a debt of $2,500 carried over from the year before," Schmaus explained.

"Consequently, we budgeted $80,000 to various clubs and organizations last year. The main recipients were Student Union, Student Government, the Halls, and An Tostal."
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Vice-Presidential nominee Nelson A. Rockefeller is worth $33 million—considerably below previous estimates, some of which put Rockefeller fortune as high as $50 million—the Washington Post reported in its Friday edition.

Rockefeller filed the various statements of his wealth with the House Ethics Committees as part of the preparation for his confirmation hearings. The House committees said Thursday it could not possibly finish its investigation of Rockefeller until after the November elections.

The Post report noted that unidentifiable sources said the $33 million figure might be revised upward soon because many of the former

New York governor's assets apparently had been listed at their current market value rather than their market value. It is believed that Rockefeller has put considerable amount of his fortune in trust for his six children and wife "Happy.

In New York, Rockefeller's press secretary Hugh Marrow refused to either confirm or deny the Post story. Morrow said Rockefeller had withheld a public statement on his net worth until the beginning of his confirmation hearings Sept. 23.

The Post reported that Rockefeller had assets totaling $72 million and debts of $4 million. His principle holdings were listed as $53 million in stocks and

$12.5 million in art. The Rockefeller collection, which includes much of the most modern art and includes several Picassos.

The report said Rockefeller has $81 million in real estate, $2 million in airplanes and $1 million in "furnishings.

The governor has five homes—a vacation retreat in Seal Harbor, Maine; a residence on the 3,000 acre family estate overlooking the Hudson River; a 24 room apartment in New York City; a ranch in Venezuela; and a mansion on Washington's posh Foxhall Road.

Rockefeller's financial report showed that he had paid about $2 million in taxes for each of the last seven years, the Post said. The figures cited by the Post apparently did not include assets Rockefeller holds jointly with his brothers or other holdings in trust for his immediate family.

The extent of the Rockefeller fortune has been kept a closely guarded secret in the past.

Garrett discusses proposed reforms

by Marjorie Ivr
Staff Reporter

Joanne Garrett, legislative commissioner of the St. Mary's Student Board of Governance, discussed proposed reforms in SMC student government in a press interview.

"My primary concern is getting student government adjusted to the student and the needs of the student," Garrett stated. "Student government tends at times to be too policy-oriented and that's what needs to be changed.

"Included in the planned reforms is a movement to get the judicial process closer to the students.

"This year, decisions regarding quiet hours were made by sections instead of the hall as a whole," Garrett stated. "It seems that if a small group makes their own rules in a situation like this, they'll be followed more closely if the rules were imposed and enforced.

"Class councils are also to be a new addition at SMC. It is hoped that the councils will bind the members of each class together, through their representatives. In the past, primary emphasis was placed on hall unity.

"Right now we've just getting the sophomore and junior councils started," said Chris Albasta, Student Affairs Commissioner. "We've been able to get together counselors of twenty-five members each to help chair committees. When that's accomplished, we should see more union within the individual classes.

AIESC begins job placement service for foreign students

by Joe Caverly
Staff Reporter

Members of AIESC, a program for foreign exchange students, met last night to begin this year's program of employing students from abroad. The group focused on training students to solicit local businesses for jobs for the exchange students.

Selling workers to companies is an essential part of AIESC's program. Only by getting businesses to accept foreign students as workers can they send American students abroad.

AIESC sends students from fifteen different countries into foreign lands to work in companies in fields which will complement their studies here at home. It prepares students for international business by combining their theoretical experience from school with practical experience in a foreign business.

The exchange program works on a one-to-one basis, which means students from this country cannot go abroad until positions from their foreign counterparts are found in the United States. Finding

those positions is the responsibility of the solicitors.

Tom Webber, who heads theAIESC membership in this area, said that the South Bend Chamber of Commerce will be a key asset in this year's drive to find job openings. "We have given them a list of prospective businesses and they are helping us to reviue our list as well as putting us in touch with many of the firms by means of a third party," he observed.

Webber indicated thatAIESC is seeking new members but the organization's growth, at least in the Notre Dame area, will be controlled by a thorough screening process. Although the opportunity to travel abroad is a good stimulus for the program, Webber pointed out that travel is not the prime objective.

AIESC solicitors are from France, Germany, Ireland, Brazil, and Africa, and are participating in the program, with still others scheduled to arrive from South America and Africa.

A Carpenter Without His Hammer—

—or a surgeon without his scalpel—is something like a student without his book. For books are the basic tools of the student's trade. Nothing has ever replaced the professor in the classroom, and nothing has ever replaced the main tool of teaching and learning—the book.

You may forget, but your books won't. At 4:00 a.m. before your exams, your professors are getting their much needed rest. But your books are working with you—what is—If you have your own books.

Presumably you are in college because you want to learn. Your books are your tools. Don't be like the carpenter with a borrowed hammer who must finish his work at the convenience of the man who owns a hammer:

Penny for penny, page for page, books are the best "buy" of your college career. We have them. Come inspect them and buy your own books today.

Notre Dame Bookstore

GRAND OPENING

THE ROMA

Your Host Frank Anastasio

PIZZA • LIQUOR • ITALIAN FOOD

Call 234-3258 For Delivery

219 N. Mich. Ave. Downtown

At North End Of River Bend Plaza

grand opening

'THE NAZZ'

A COFFEEHOUSE EXPERIENCE

IN THE RATHSKELLAR

(BASEMENT LAFORTUNE STUDENT CENTER)

TONIGHT 9:30

SHOW YOU'RE NO BUZZ...

COME TO THE NAZZ
For Mrs. Kings murder

Chenault given death sentence

By WILLIAM COTTERELL
ATLANTA (UPI) — Marcus Wayne Chenault, rating he was "ordered here by my master...and my God," died a convicted murderer Thursday, and was convicted of murder Thursday for the fatal shooting of Mrs. Martin Luther King Sr. on April 4, 1968. The 33-year-old black man, who pleaded insanity, drowned throughout his four-day trial and was found guilty of murder in the first degree.

The reason Student Affairs has dispensed with the dean of students title is that in the kind of educational concept being developed at St. Mary's, the title is obsolete, Cannon said. The new title is Assistant to Vice-President for Student Affairs. Secondly, we have hired a assistant to the vice president of counseling who will be in charge of resident advisor education and training.

In addition to the murder counts, the jury also convicted Chenault on one count of aggravated assault and one count of carrying concealed weapons. It took them 70 minutes to arrive at the guilty verdict, and about an hour and a half to decide on the death penalty.

Standing before Fulton Superior Court Judge Luther Alverson, Chenault smiled as he was sentenced to die Nov. 8 in the electric chair at the State Prison at Reidsville. However, there is an automatic appeal for condemned prisoners and they were here, they'd say 'you will not kill anyone in my name.'

By JERRY MITCHELL
CHARLOTTE, N. C. (UPI) — A stewardess who survived the crash of an Eastern Airlines jet which killed 69 people said Thursday the crash occurred "out of the blue." She said flames kept her from getting out of her seat during the crash.

By CATHY BUSTO
Staff Reporter

Dr. Cannon announces changes in SMC student affairs office

The reason Student Affairs has dispensed with the dean of students title is that in the kind of educational concept being developed at St. Mary's, the title is obsolete, Cannon said. The new title is Assistant to Vice-President for Student Affairs. Secondly, we have hired a assistant to the vice president of counseling who will be in charge of resident advisor education and training.

The reason Student Affairs has dispensed with the dean of students title is that in the kind of educational concept being developed at St. Mary's, the title is obsolete, Cannon said. The new title is Assistant to Vice-President for Student Affairs. Secondly, we have hired a assistant to the vice president of counseling who will be in charge of resident advisor education and training.
Editor, The Observer,

I've been trying to come up with an alternative solution to our "alleged" problem concerning Dean's List students. It seems unfair to penalize students for being both intelligent and studious. Most schools take pride in the intellectual calibre of their student body but here it's somehow different. After effectivly removing most social outlets on campus, increased diligence and a corresponding improvement in academic performance seems an inevitable result. It's interesting to note that the arrival of co-ed-usually a factor that undermines cumulative averages-precluded the increase in overall performance. This is not surprising because the administration has chosen to barricade the girls' dorms, preventing the normal interchanges that serve to disrupt periods of study.

If it alarming that intelligent students, forced to engage in scholarly pursuits by existing social conditions have found ways to deal with these obstacles for so long, all that was fun at Notre Dame will be gone and then what will we have?

Ed Byrne

Morphomania

Dear Editor,

In the beginning of the school year I watched the freshmen entering the North Dining Hall for the first time, with unsure glances and quick halting steps, with unsure glances and quick halting steps. I offered consolation and encouragement to them all: to those in my section who would be returning to family, to those who tumble with Campus maps and long distance telephone numbers, and I tried to comfort them before the expected qualitative change.

But no longer, sir. Now they are playing their strollers at full volume and peeking one side in Dining Hall lunch-lines, and flashing those four digit checks from Mom and Dad before me, grinning. And I await the day they get trapped in a partly paid.

Because some of us still struggle with homesickness, air, and some are still poor, and without stroller.

Harvey Ingram

DOCNESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

In pursuit of academia

The April 30th speech in Denver by Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, President of Notre Dame, covered many issues on the subject of "Where is the Church Going?" Unfortunately the President emphasized and sensationalized the comparatively brief comments he made on the subject of abortion. The Chicago Sun-Times, for instance, headlined the story, "Hesburgh hits "mindless" tactics of some abortion foes." The story stated: "In a review of the effectiveness of the University of Notre Dame Wednesday night characterized some Catholic theologians as "mindless and callous zealots." In the next paragraph, it noted that Father Hesburgh supported the Church's stand on abortion but that "it's time the administration began coming up with an alternative position on this issue." Father Hesburgh's Denver comments on abortion raised a number of serious and probing questions.

In this commentary, however, I am concerned primarily with the passage emphasized in the headline and opening paragraphs of the Chicago Sun-Times story.

Father Hesburgh's comments on abortion raised a number of serious and probing questions. It is time the administration began coming up with an alternative position on this issue. It is time the administration began coming up with an alternative position on this issue. It is time the administration began coming up with an alternative position on this issue.

Father Hesburgh supported the Church's stand on abortion but that "it's time the administration began coming up with an alternative position on this issue." Father Hesburgh supported the Church's stand on abortion but that "it's time the administration began coming up with an alternative position on this issue." Father Hesburgh supported the Church's stand on abortion but that "it's time the administration began coming up with an alternative position on this issue.

Finally, we must be effectively concerned and thoughtfully articulate the truth w ith utter candor. The first step towards rekindling a greater respect for life on other issues as well as in restoring respect for the right to live. The restoration of protection to that right will serve to rekindle a greater respect for life on other issues as well as in restoring respect for the right to live.

The University of Notre Dame has an opportunity to exercise constructive and perhaps a leading role in restoring respect for the right to live. The restoration of protection to that right will serve to rekindle a greater respect for life on other issues as well as in restoring respect for the right to live.
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Welcome Darla and Family

Charles Rice
The pungent odor of burning incense and aged wood greets the visitor as he steps into the dark room. Thirty-two chairs divided and arranged stands dominantly in the background. With a little effort, one peers through the filtered light which passes through the entrance way and gazes upon a dark Indian tapestry and an intricately woven blanket which hang from the walls. There is an unmistakable tranquility present, and the visitor is immediately put at ease. Sound like the stage directions for a Tennessee Williams’ play? No, it’s an impression of Notre Dame’s Log Chapel, one of the campus’s oldest and most historic buildings in which daily at 5:00 p.m. the traditional Evensong service is held.

Now in its sixth year of practice on the campus, Evensong is a vocal celebration of the Word of God. It is the service that finds slightly unfamiliar though it is a service that is destined to gain in popularity. Evensong is the liturgy and prayer service of the Church and the world where faith and traditions are constantly being examined and revised. Evensong was discarded by most parishes over the past twenty years. Some felt that it was too ritualistic with its ceremony which includes various bowings, chants, and smoking incense. However, there appears to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers to be a revival of sorts with the price, and several colleges and parishes are re-establishing this evening ceremony alternately as a eucharistic prayer—prayer of the Church and the world has been a daily act of sacrifice for centuries. Evensong is a prayer which is the result of the “Light Hymn,” Psalm 141 (“My prayers...
Magazine solicitors contacted by security

by Bob Radziewicz
Staff Reporter

Notre Dame Security apprehended Edward Kelly, III, and his wife Nancy, yesterday afternoon as they continued soliciting magazine subscriptions in hall residences without the permission of the Vice-President for Student Affairs, Brother Just Piacenza.

Kelly and his wife were sought for questioning concerning the legitimacy of magazine subscriptions they had sold in some of the residence halls Tuesday and Wednesday. Following his investigation today, Arthur Pears, director of Security, released case information or write

Nixon resigns from Bar

BY GEORGE FRANK
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI) — Former President Richard M. Nixon's formal letter of resignation as a member of the California Bar Association was received Thursday, association officials reported.

The letter arrived at the association's headquarters in San Francisco as the ruling Board of Governors of the bar prepared to consider what action it would take on the resignation.

Newly elected association president Brent Abel of San Francisco and John Malone, executive secretary of the bar, confirmed receipt of the letter but did not disclose its contents.

The Board of Governors indicated it had three options available in dealing with Nixon's resignation: delaying the action until next month, rejecting it or accepting it.

The bar association's investigations into whether Nixon should be disbarred following his resignation as President because of the Watergate scandal. However, an insurgent group of about 100 attorneys launched a petition campaign urging the board of governors to continue the investigation of Nixon in spite of his intended resignation.

The bar's year-long investigation of Nixon and five other Watergate implicated California lawyers has cost $150,000 and consumed 1,000 man-hours, bar sources said.

Malone refused to comment specifically on the confidential material that was compiled on Nixon but described it as "a file like no other file."

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICANTS

American Medical College Admissions Profile, Inc., offers a computerized analysis to assist you in more effectively assessing your qualifications and more accurately directing your medical school applications. Your MCAT scores, grade point average, college attended, state of residence, age and other criteria are used in a comparative analysis with the previously accepted class at the medical schools you select.

Contact us or write:

by Lonnie Luna
Staff Reporter

The Placement Bureau will conduct a special series of interviews with major companies for seniors and graduate students next week.

The Bureau will hold a presentation, starting Tuesday, Sept. 19, and running through Sept. 26, with representatives from companies across the United States. Tuesday will consist strictly for the Arts and Letters majors with Sears Roebuck and IBM as the visiting employers. This session discusses how to take an interview, will conduct a mock interview and end with a critique and a question and answer period.

Wednesday night, Sept. 18, Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh and Kaufman's of Pittsburgh will visit the Business majors. Concluding the program will be Alcoa and Firestone for Science and Engineering majors. These Placement Nights will start at 7:00 in the Engineering Auditorium.

The Placement Bureau is a service provided by the University to help employers find perspective employees. It supplies resumes to the employer and at the same time it gives the job-seeker information about the company.

There are many things the Bureau does besides providing students with an interview. Its other tasks include maintaining graduate school catalogs and employer literature, publishing job bulletins for positions in business, industry, government and education and distributing them throughout the campus. The bureau also maintains confidential files and resumes for students and publishes a manual, which can be picked up in the office in October.

On Monday, Sept. 23, the Bureau will hold an Open House for all students, faculty, and staff members between the hours of 1:30 and 4:30 p.m. and will continue through Sept. 26. The Bureau has undergone renovations which include the moving of the central office to Rm. 213 and the establishment of interview rooms in Rooms 220, 221, and 222.

Director Richard Willemink and his staff urge all seniors and graduate students to take advantage of these opportunities.
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Mitchell argues innocence

(continued from page 3)

further inflamed the atmosphere by publicly agonizing over whether or not further pardons are to be issued for all Watergate persons," the brief said. "The result of this presidential inaction has generated violent opposition to pardons by congressional leaders, thereby further engendering in the public mind the belief that the defendants are culpable."

Mitchell's lawyers said that Nixon has received "different treatment," based solely on the arbitrary circumstance of his former position as President of the United States. They cited an 1856 Supreme Court opinion about presidential pardon power in which Justice James M. Wayne noted that when one person in the same case is pardoned "the pardon for one of them is a pardon for all, although they may not be mentioned in it."

This, the Mitchell lawyers reasoned, means all the Watergate defendants should also go free.

Square dance slated for bookstore B-ball courts

by David Bender

Staff Reporter

The basketball courts behind the Notre Dame bookstore will be the scene this Friday evening as the folks of Sorin and Farley present an old-fashioned square dance to round out the summer and usher in the fall. From eight to twelve, dance caller Bob Barnes, "the Midwest's Best," will provide the tunes and instruction for any rookie square dancers that feel their experience in the field is limited.

The dance is open to all Notre Dame and St. Mary's students free of charge, and will feature soft drinks, old fashioned doughnuts, and country popcorn.

Director Norm Shickel and assistants Sue Swaitek and Kathy Smouse are doing their very best to provide a real country square dancin' atmosphere with special lighting, hay, and old fashioned banners.

A committee of sixteen from Sorin and Farley halls have been working hard all week to guarantee a great time for one and all. Farmer Norb reminds us that moonshine disturbs the farm animals, and that in case of cloudburst, the dance will be moved to Farmer Stepan's barn.

Ford's pardon requested by Oklahoma football team

NORMAN, OKLA. UPI - President Ford has been asked to "pardon" the Oklahoma football team so the Sooners will be eligible for television coverage.

Seven employees of Norman Municipal Hospital sent Ford a telegram which stated "Please pardon the Oklahoma University football team so they may be nationally televised."

The NCAA and Big Eight Conference have placed a ban on Oklahoma television appearances because of a recruiting violation.

On Wednesday, U. S. District Judge Stephen Chandler dismissed an antitrust suit filed by Oklahoma Television Sports Inc. aimed at reversing the ban in Oklahoma City.

The suit had urged that sanctions applied to the Sooners by the NCAA and the Big Eight unlawfully prohibited the new firm from telecasting Oklahoma games. It claimed interference with private enterprise.
We invited a few friends for dinner and they helped clean up the Genesee River.

With the aid of a few thousand pounds of microorganisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in Rochester. Maybe the solution can help others. What we did was to combine two processes in a way that gives us one of the most efficient water-purifying systems private industry has ever developed.

One process is called "activated sludge," developed by man to accelerate nature's microorganism adsorption. What this means is that for the majority of wastes man can produce, there is an organism waiting somewhere that will happily assimilate it and thrive on it.

The breakthrough came when Kodak scientists found a way to combine the activated sludge process with a trickling filter process and optimized the combination.

We tested our system in a pilot plant for five years. (At Kodak, we were working on environmental improvement long before it made headlines.) And the pilot project worked so well, we built a ten-million-dollar plant that can purify 36-million gallons of water a day.

Governor Rockefeller called this "the biggest voluntary project undertaken by private industry in support of New York State's pure-water program."

Why did we do it? Partly because we're in business to make a profit—and clean water is vital to our business. But in furthering our own needs, we have helped further society's. And our business depends on society.

We hope our efforts to cope with water pollution will inspire others to do the same. And, we'd be happy to share our water-purifying information with them. We all need clean water. So we all have to work together.

Kodak

More than a business.
Vending machines offer the best products to students. Dame's Vending Department is a routes and servicing methods for the vending machines get old at the same tim e, said Winter. Finished replac ing each and every complaint which he Winter also is in charge of the repeatable experiences, such as complaints as deliberative jammings rate high, "Winter observed. If they would not fit the correct prices, use the coin return lever, and call us about it. On the machine, our ability to service the community would be greatly improved.

Winter would like to remind everyone that the vending services is not, and not a private organization. The profits involved are turned over to the ND-SMC sex code, and are used against the rising costs of tuition and room and board. Thus, a harm rendered to a vending machine. A refund and-or repair are either directed at Winter machine. A refund and-or repair of mens glasses bet­ together. Call M arty at 289-3 or 4 tickets to Elvis and expenses call Ken 272-9895.

Need 6 GA tix for Purdue. Call Bob at 283-1889. Need 2 GA tix for Purdue. Call Bob 3374. Need 2 GA tix for Purdue Game call Trace at 283-1889 N. Need 4 & 6 tix for tickets for Pitt or Miami. 288-5813.

Need 4 GA Rice ticket Dave 6918. 2 GA tix for Purdue Call Larry 298-7757.

Must have 1 Purdue Ticket call student 3623. Need 2 GA Purdue tix call Bob 3374.

TIX FOR Purdue for games. Will pay top dollar. Call Bill after 7 pm 289-3 or 4 tickets to Elvis and expenses call Ken 272-9895.

TIX FOR Purdue for games. Will pay top dollar. Call Bill after 7 pm 289-3 or 4 tickets to Elvis and expenses call Ken 272-9895.

PERSONALS To the Antichrist and the Atheists: May pitch and Thornton. I am Avignon and may you be better red but chains to your judgment! The Supreme Roman Pontiff The Pontiff of Rome Happy Friday 13 Anti-christ Coalition

Dear Marvina R.,

The Irish Eye

Football picks

The first big weekend of college football arrives tomorrow and with it The Irish Eye resumes its annual weekly prognostications. The challenge is great this season. Past curator Vic Dorr set a sizzling pace a year ago with an impressive 49 for 60, a percentage of .817. However, the degree of difficulty assigned to this year's games was, in many instances, higher than expected. As Vic so fervently points out: "These are the games the fans are interested in!"

With this in mind The Irish Eye will attempt to examine the top fifteen contests of the upcoming weekend involving the top teams. And Saturday's schedule is a dandy.

Arkansas at Southern Cal: Frank Broyles may once again have the material to make the Southwest Conference a two-team race. Unfortunately for the Razorbacks, SEC John McKay has enough material to make the Pac-8 a one-team race. The Trojans by 14.

Baylor at Oklahoma: Should be a cakewalk for the Sooners. Baylor will have trouble finishing seventh in the eight-team SWC. Texas at Boston College: The BC Eagles have suicidal tendencies. This year Texas and Notre Dame in 1975. Boston College will be a good team in the East, but the Longhorns are a better team in the West. Darrel Royal would enjoy the color commentary on this game. Colorado at L.S.U.: Charlie McLendon's Tigers are out to impress the fans. With this in mind The Irish Eye will attempt to examine the top fifteen contests of the upcoming weekend involving the top teams. And Saturday's schedule is a dandy. With the talent O'Sullivan has amassed last year, and the addition of four new starters, the Irish are expected to improve on that. The Irish Eye will attempt to examine the top fifteen contests of the upcoming weekend involving the top teams. And Saturday's schedule is a dandy.

Barry at Notre Dame: Barry isn't expected to fare well in their respective conferences. The Georgia Bulldogs will be at home so look for them to treat the Beavers with anything but generosity.

South Carolina at Georgia Tech: Tech is still lacking its wounds after the Irish thumping on Monday night. A second game in four days may also be too much. Still, Pepper Rodgers has a good team and the Yellow Jackets should come out on top in this southern battle.

Indiana at Illinois: The Hoosiers have improved but the Illini have gotten themselves better. Indiana has one of the toughest schedules around and they'll find out why tomorrow. Illinois by 7.

Iowa at Michigan: Iowa was winless (0-11) in 1973. If you include last year's starters Ed Whalen, Jim Cuvelhouse, Paul Koprowski, and Mike Kistner were still too obturator. W ith this in mind The Irish Eye will attempt to examine the top fifteen contests of the upcoming weekend involving the top teams. And Saturday's schedule is a dandy.

Northwestern at Michigan State: The Spartans secondary was destroyed by graduation losses. Northwestern's Mitch Anderson will attempt to lead the Big Ten in passing for the third straight year. Only Len Dawson has accomplished such a feat. Anderson should get off to a good start against MSU. Look for the Wildcats.

Iowa at Maryland: The Hawkeyes are picked to win the Atlantic Coast Conference title but that's hardly the SEC. The Crimson Tide are a good team in the East, but the Longhorns are a better team in the West. Darrel Royal would enjoy the color commentary on this game. Oregon at Nebraska: Nebraska will use the Ducks to tune up for more pressing games. Oregon by 14.

Alabama at Maryland: The Terrapins are picked to win the Atlantic Coast Conference title but that's hardly the SEC. The Crimson Tide are a good team in the East, but the Longhorns are a better team in the West. Darrel Royal would enjoy the color commentary on this game. In action Monday night, Tom Clements gets ready to drop a pass to one of his backs. Merrick Ran Goodman holds up at the line waiting to see what develops.

Football highlights given Sunday

Physical exams for all men interested in wrestling for Notre Dame will be given at Infirmary on Sunday, Sept. 15, 1974 at 2 p.m. If you want to get a locker and check out gear you MUST first have a physical- BE THERE!!!

The first official wrestling team meeting will be on Monday, Sept 16 in the wrestling room (MAT) at 5 p.m. (Those not able to make it, call Coach Prechek at 232-5309).
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Football picks

The first big weekend of college football arrives tomorrow and with it The Irish Eye resumes its annual weekly prognostications. The challenge is great this season. Past curator Vic Dorr set a sizzling pace a year ago with an impressive 49 for 60, a percentage of .817. However, the degree of difficulty assigned to this year's games was, in many instances, higher than expected. As Vic so fervently points out: "These are the games the fans are interested in!"

With this in mind The Irish Eye will attempt to examine the top fifteen contests of the upcoming weekend involving the top teams. And Saturday's schedule is a dandy.

Arkansas at Southern Cal: Frank Broyles may once again have the material to make the Southwest Conference a two-team race. Unfortunately for the Razorbacks, SEC John McKay has enough material to make the Pac-8 a one-team race. The Trojans by 14.

Baylor at Oklahoma: Should be a cakewalk for the Sooners. Baylor will have trouble finishing seventh in the eight-team SWC. Texas at Boston College: The BC Eagles have suicidal tendencies. This year Texas and Notre Dame in 1975. Boston College will be a good team in the East, but the Longhorns are a better team in the West. Darrel Royal would enjoy the color commentary on this game. Colorado at L.S.U.: Charlie McLendon's Tigers are out to impress the fans. With this in mind The Irish Eye will attempt to examine the top fifteen contests of the upcoming weekend involving the top teams. And Saturday's schedule is a dandy. With the talent O'Sullivan has amassed last year, and the addition of four new starters, the Irish are expected to improve on that. They may start with Penn State tomorrow.

Wrestling exams given Sunday

Physical exams for all men interested in wrestling for Notre Dame will be given at Infirmary on Sunday, Sept. 15, 1974 at 2 p.m. If you want to get a locker and check out gear you MUST first have a physical- BE THERE!!!

The first official wrestling team meeting will be on Monday, Sept 16 in the wrestling room (MAT) at 5 p.m. (Those not able to make it, call Coach Prechek at 232-5309).